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Designing Parallel Code

Tom Murphy

Director of Contra Costa College
High Performance Computing Center

By estimating area under a curve
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The problem

 From 1 to 2, what is the area under the
curve

 Considerations
 What is close enough?
 What is error?
 How can we parallelize it?
 How will it fare under other architectures?

and boy can we use it to teach a lot
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The problem

 Approximate area with rectangles
 Number of divisions decreases error

 Bound the error
 Upper bound: larger of two points
 Lower bound: smaller of two points
 Maximum error: difference of two
 Are these valid simplifications?

and the math to go with it
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Excel helps with modeling

 Calculus says it is
 ~2.3333333333333333333333333333333

 Min and max helps with rectangles
 We get Upper and Lower Error bounds

or any spreadsheet program
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How do we do
the same thing using C?

// compile with a command like "gcc integrate.c”
// run with the command "./a.out 1000 0 1”
//     to integrate f(x)=x^2 using 1000 steps from 0 to 1
//     the theoretical answer is 1/3
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

as a modeling language (1/4)
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How do we do
the same thing using C?

// This is the function "f" being integrated
double f(double x) {return x*x;}

// Function "init" calculates deltaX and initializes yVals
void init(int numSeg, double startX, double endX,

   double *deltaX, double yVals[]) {
int i;
double x, rangeX = endX - startX;
*deltaX = rangeX/numSeg;
for(i=0; i <= numSeg; ++i) {

x = startX + i*rangeX/numSeg;
yVals[i] = f(x);

}
}

as a modeling language (2/4)
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How do we do
the same thing using C?

double integrate(double yVals[], double numSeg,
     double deltaX) {

int i;
double area=0;
for (i=0; i<numSeg; ++i)

area += (yVals[i] + yVals[i+1])*.5*deltaX;
return area;

}

as a modeling language (3/4)
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How do we do
the same thing using C?

int main(int argc, char **argv) {
int numSeg;
double startX, endX, deltaX, *yVals;
// Get number of segments, starting and ending values for integral
if (argc < 4) exit(0);
numSeg =atoi(argv[1]);
startX =atof(argv[2]);
endX =atof(argv[3]);
if ((numSeg<1) || (startX >= endX)) exit(0);
// Allocate space for function values and calculate them
yVals = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*(numSeg+1));
init(numSeg, startX, endX, &deltaX, yVals);
// Display result
printf("Area under curve y=x^2 from %g to %g is %.18G¥n",startX,
endX,  integrate(yVals, numSeg, deltaX));
return 0;

}

as a modeling language (4/4)
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What are we going to do?

 Self select into groups of two
 Decide on C, C++, F90
 Decide on approach
 Do it

what do you mean “we”?


